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Every year the merchant houses of the trade city of Waardam 
set out a convoy of ships to distant islands. During their long 

and dangerous journey the merchants visit major ports to buy 
spices, strange animals, gems, weapons and spells. At the exotic 
markets they can find corrals with unicorns and aviaries with 
phoenixes, stalls with deadly katars and shurikens, bags with 
flavorful pepper, anise, and cloves… However ship holds are 

not boundless, so the merchants have to choose only those goods 
that will bring the best profit in Waardam. 

Game Overview
The players take on the roles of the merchants of competing trade 
houses. The game is played in 12 Rounds. Every round each player 
buys one of the five available Good types: Gems, Spices, Weapons, 
Animals, or Spells. In the end of the game the players score Victory 
Points for their Goods. Each Good type is scored in its unique way. 
The winner of the game is the player with the most Victory Points.

Components

➢ 48 Goods cards
 Each Goods card has 5 Areas 

corresponding to 5 different 
Good types.

➢ 4 identical sets 
of 5 Expert cards

 Each Expert allows a player 
to buy a Good of the corre-
sponding type:

Jeweler: 
Gems

Cook: 
Spices

Hunter: 
Animals 

Sorcerer: 
Spells 

Armourer: 
Weapons 

Spices

Animals
Weapons 

Spells 

Gems
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➢ 5 double-sided Reference cards

➢ 1 Score booklet
➢ 1 First Player card
➢ This rulebook

Set-up
Shuffle the Goods cards. In a 4-player game use the full Goods 
deck. In a 3-player game use 36 random cards from the deck 
and return the remaining cards to the box. In a 2-player game 
use 24 random cards from the deck and return the remaining 
cards to the box. Place the Goods deck in the middle of the table 
face down.
Each player takes a set of 5 different Expert cards and places it in 
front of himself face up (for ease and simplicity players will hence-
forth be referred to as he). Shuffle 5 Reference cards, choose ran-
domly one of them and place it in the middle of the table with the 
Animals Scoring side face up. This Reference card determines the 
Animals scoring rules of the current game. Then deal each player 
1 Reference card with the Spices Scoring face up. If there are less 
than four players in the game, all the unused Experts and Refer-
ence cards are returned to the box.
A player who has most recently traveled to faraway lands, takes 
the First Player card.

Front side: Spices 
Scoring (this side 
is identical for all 
Reference cards)

Back side: Animals Scoring (this side 
is different for all Reference cards)
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Andy

Bob

Cathy

Example of a 3-player game Set-up
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Idea of the Game
The Goods deck is the most important part of the game. Each 
Goods card consists of five Areas: Spices, Animals, Weapons, 
Spells, and Gems. This means that each card can be taken as 
a Good of one of these five Good types. The type of the good 
is determined by the Expert card played on it. For example, if 
you play a Jeweler, the Goods card is considered a Gem, but if 
you play a Hunter, the Goods card is considered an Animal.
Each Round every player receives exactly one Goods card. Play-
ers take the Goods cards only after all the Experts are played. 
So when you take a card, you know its type because it has been 
already determined by the Expert card. The players place the 
bought cards in front of themselves. Each Good type is placed 
in its separate pile. Cards in piles should be placed face up with 
the corresponding Area up (except for Gems that are placed face 
down). Each new card is placed atop of the other cards in the ap-
propriate pile. It is not allowed to change the cards order in a pile.

Example: In the first Round Andy took the Goods card with the 
Cook Expert played on it. He placed the Good in front of himself 
face up with the Spice Area up (I). In the second Round Andy took 
the Goods card with the Hunter played on it. He placed the Good in 
front of himself face up with the Animal Area up (II). In the third 
Round Andy takes another Goods card with the Cook Expert played 
on it. He places the Good in his pile of Spices in such a way that the 
symbols on the previous card in the pile remain visible (III).

I II III

Example of a 3-player game Set-up
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A player can have no more than 5 piles, in other words, no more 
than 1 pile of each Good type. All piles are placed face up (except 
for the Gem pile), and any player can look through them at any 
time. However only the owner of the Gem pile can look through 
it; his opponents have to memorize the values on the cards that 
are placed in it.
In the end of the game each player scores Victory Points for his 
Goods. Each Good type is scored in a different way.

 Spices. There are six kinds of Spices: 
 — anise,  — mint,  — pepper, 

 — juniper,  — lotus,  — cloves.
Spices are expensive Goods with a limited market. So it is more 
profitable to bring many different Spices, as merchants won’t find 
a customer willing to buy a large cargo of one certain kind of 
Spice. In the end of the game a player scores Victory Points (VP) 
according to the number of different Spices he has collected. 
A number of points is shown in the Reference cards dealt to play-
ers before the game: 2 VP for 1 kind of Spices, 4 VP for 2 kinds, 
8 VP for 3 kinds, 12 VP for 4 kinds, 20 VP for 5 kinds, and 30 VP 
for 6 kinds. The additional Spices of the kinds you already have 
don’t give you any Victory Points, so during the game you should 
try to collect Spices of different kinds.

Example: Andy has Anise, 
Mint, Pepper, and one more 
Anise in his Spices pile. There 
are 3 different kinds of Spices 
in his collection, so he will 
score 8 VP for them. He 
won’t gain anything for his 
second Anise.
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 Gems. There are eight classes of Gems: the classes are indi-
cated with the values from 1 to 8. Gems are used in magical ritu-
als and the order of gem classes is important for scoring rituals. 
The longer your continuous sequence of Gems of adjacent classes, 
the more Victory Points you will score. In the end of the game 
each player reveals his Gem cards and arranges them into one or 
more continuous sequences (classes 1 and 8 are considered to 
be adjacent, so the 8–1 sequence is continuous too). Each card 
in a sequence gives a number of Victory Points equal to a total 
number of cards in this sequence. In other words, the player 
scores x2 VP for a sequence where x is the value of Gems in this 
sequence. Each Gem card can be used only in one sequence.

Example: Andy has collected 
Gems of the following classes: 
1, 2, 4, 4, and 8. He can make 
3 continuous sequences with 
these cards: 8–1–2, 4, and 4. The 
first sequence consists of 3 cards, 
each card gives him 3 VP: 9 VP 
in total. The second sequence 
consists of 1 card only, it gives 
him 1 VP. The same is for the 
third sequence. So the player 
scores 11 VP in total. If he had 
the class 3 Gem instead of a sec-
ond class 4 Gem, he would make 
the 8–1–2–3–4 sequence and 
gain 25 VP.

A Gem class is shown with the big num-
ber inside a gemstone. Little numbers be-
side the big number remind players about 
“adjacent” classes.
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 Animals. There are four kinds of Animals:
 — unicorn,  — phoenix, 

 — giant spider,  — sea serpent.
Every year zoos make a new request for exotic beasts, that’s why 
the value of Animals and their combinations change every game. 
During the set-up step the players choose randomly one of five 
Animal Scoring References indicating Animal sets and their VP 
values. In the end of the game each player arranges animals into 
the depicted sets and scores the corresponding numbers of Vic-
tory Points for them. Each Animal can be used only in one set. 
There are five different Animal Scoring References in the game; 
they are described in details on page 17.

Example: Before the begin-
ning of the game, players chose 
randomly the Animal Scoring 
number IV. By the end of the 
game Andy collected 2 Unicorns, 
1 Spider, and 1 Phoenix in his 
Animal pile. He can split his 
Animals in two ways: 1) a pair 
of Unicorns plus a set of a Spider 
and a Phoenix; 2) a set of a Uni-
corn, a Spider, and a Phoenix 
plus a set of one Unicorn. In the 
first case the player will score 
6 VP for the pair and 4 VP for 
the set of 2 different Animals: 
10 VP in total. In the second 
case he will score 8 VP for the set 
of 3 different Animals and 2 VP 
for a single Animal: 10 VP in 
total too. If he had a Phoenix in-
stead of a Spider, he would make 
up two pairs with the total value 
of 12 VP.
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 Weapons. There are four kinds of Weapons:
 — boomerang,  — mambele, 

 — shuriken,  — katar.
The trading houses use weapons to arm mercenaries to provide 
security for their operations and to ruin operations of their com-
petitors. Each Weapon Area shows two 0-2 values: to the right 
and to the left of the Weapon kind symbol. 
These values indicate how many Victory 
Points a player who owns this Weapon 
will steal from his neighbors in the end 
of the game (in other words, his neighbors 
lose the indicated VP, while the player gains them). However the 
Waardam customs doesn’t allow the large shipments of weapons 
to pass. So if the player takes the second Weapon of the same 
kind he already has, all his Weapon cards of this kind stop work-

ing (although they are still con-
sidered to be Weapon cards).

Example: Andy collected 
Mambele 1-2, Boomerang 
0-2, Shuriken 1-1, and Katar 
2-0 in his Weapon pile. He steals 
1+0+1+2=4 VP from his left 
neighbor and 2+2+1+0=5 VP 
from his right neighbor. His 
neighbors lose these VP, while 
Andy adds them to his score.  
If he had the second Boomerang 
instead of Katar, both Boomer-
angs wouldn’t work. So his left 
neighbor would lose only 2 VP, 
while his right neighbor would 
lose only 3 VP. Note that his 
neighbors would likely have 
Weapons too; there is a chance 
that Andy will lose more than he 
will be able to steal.
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 Spells help merchants raise the value of their Goods, affect 
the markets in Waardam, protect themselves from competitors, 
and so on. Each card in the Spell pile has a certain Power modify-
ing the VP score of its owner in its own way. Please refer to the 
detailed description of Spell Powers on page 15.

Example: Andy has collected “2 VP for each 
Spell”, “4 VP for 3 different Animals”, and 
“+2 to both Shuriken values” in his Spell pile. 
The first card gives him 6 VP (2 VP for each 
of 3 Spells including itself). The second card 
gives 4 VP for each set of 3 different Animals 
arranged by Andy (each Animal can only be 
used in one set). If we continue the previous 
example, Andy will get 1 set consisting of 3 dif-
ferent Animals: it will give him 4 VP. Finally 
the third card doesn’t earn VP directly, but it 
turns Shuriken 1–1 (from the example above) into Shuriken 3–3.

Game Process
The game is played in 12 Rounds and ends when the Goods deck 
is depleted.

Game Round
Each Round consists of five phases:
1. Reveal the new Goods
2. Assign the Experts
3. Take the Goods
4. Return of the Experts (once in 4 Rounds)
5. Pass the First Player card
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1. Reveal the new Goods
Citizens of yet another island in the trade convoy’s route get ready 
for the merchants’ arrival. They offer everything their island have 
and hope that their goods would interest the guests.

The first player draws from the top of the Goods deck as many 
cards as there are players in the game and places these cards in 
any order he likes in the middle of the table, face up. For your 
convenience, you may rotate the cards to orientate the same Area  
types to a certain direction. For example, you could rotate the 
cards to make all Spice Areas face the left side of the cards.

2. Assign the Experts 
Merchants send experts of the five 
guilds to the market to choose the most 
valuable goods and to prepare the deals.
The first player chooses one of his 
Expert cards that he has in front of 
himself and places it near any Goods 
card revealed in the previous phase 
of the Round. By playing the Expert 
card the player determines the type 
of the Good. Then the next player in 
a clockwise direction makes the same 
choice, and so on until every player 
has played one Expert. You can’t play 
an Expert on a card that already 
has another Expert played on it. 
For clarity we suggest that you place your 
Experts near the Areas they correspond to.
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Example: In a 3-player game there are 3 Goods cards in the middle 
of the table. Andy places the Armourer card near the central Goods 
card; thus this Good becomes Weapon. Then Bob, sitting to the left 
from Andy, plays his Hunter on the rightmost Goods card and turns 
it into an Animal. Finally, Cathy places her Cook 
near the last Goods card: from now on this Good 
is considered to be Spice.

3. Take the Goods
After the experts have chosen the goods for purchasing, the mer-
chants make deals. But not everyone gets what he wants…
Now each player, beginning with the last player and proceeding 
counter-clockwise, takes one of the Goods revealed in the first 
phase. On his turn a player chooses one of the Goods cards in the 
center of the table and places it in front of himself in his appro-
priate pile (the pile type corresponds to the Expert card played). 
Then the player discards the Expert played on the Good that he 
has taken.
The player can take any available Good: it doesn’t matter who 
placed an Expert near it. The player cannot refuse to take a Good 
even if it’s not profitable for him.
The player who has to take the last card in the row (i. e. the first 
player) has the right to change the Good type of this card. If he 
decides to do it, he takes the Expert from the last Goods card and 
places the Expert in front of himself. Next he plays one of his oth-
er remaining Experts on the last Goods card and thereby changes 
its Good type: from now it corresponds to the new Expert. After 
that the first player places the last Good in his appropriate pile 

Andy BobCathy
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and discards the Expert that he just played on it. If the first player 
doesn’t want to use this option, he just takes the last Goods card 
as usual.
When a player places a Goods card in his Gem pile, he must say 
aloud what Gem class he has taken. If he forgets to do it, his op-
ponents may ask him to show this Gem. Of course they cannot 
look through Gems gained in the previous Rounds.

Example: Cathy was the last to play her Expert, so she is the first 
to choose a Goods card now. She chooses the Weapon card: takes it 
from the center of the table and places it in front 
of herself with the Weapon Area up. Then she dis-
cards the Armourer played on it. After that Bob 
takes the Animal card (and discards the Hunter 
played on it). Andy has little choice: he can only 
take Spice. However he doesn’t need it, so he uses 
his right to change the type of the Good. Andy 
takes the Cook to his supply and plays his Jeweler 
instead. From now on the last Good is not the 
Spice but the Gem. Andy takes this Gem, an-
nounces its class, and places it in front of himself 
face down. The Jeweler card is discarded.

Andy Cathy Bob
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4. Return of the Experts
After all deals are completed, the experts need some rest for a few 
days. They will return to their work soon. It will happen twice be-
fore the ships come back to Waardam.
After each player has taken one Goods card from the center of the 
table, they check how many Experts are left in front of them. 
If there is only one Expert left (it happens in the end of the 4th 
and 8th Rounds), they take all the discarded Experts and distrib-
ute them between themselves in such a way that each player would 
once again have a full set of five different Experts.
After the twelfth Round (when the Goods deck runs out) the play-
ers don’t take their Experts back, as they immediately proceed to 
the final scoring.

5. Pass the First Player card
In a journey from one island to another the convoy’s leader is con-
stantly changing.
If the game is not finished yet, the First Player card is passed to 
the next player in a clockwise direction. A new Round begins.

Final Scoring
After the twelfth Round the players proceed to the final scoring. 
It is very convenient to use the Score booklet for this purpose. 
Victory Points are gained in the order indicated in the booklet: 
first the players score Spells, then they score Gems, Spices, Ani-
mals, and Weapons.

Exception: In a 4-player game in the end of the 4th and the 
8th Rounds (right after Experts returning) the First Player 
card is passed to the second player to the left. This rule helps 
players to avoid a situation when the same player becomes 
the first one in each Round with five Experts.
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Before the final scoring each player checks if he 
has any Universal Goods in his Spells pile. If so, 
he may move them to any of his other piles 
(or leave them where they are). While moving a card, a player 
rotates it with the appropriate Area up and places it atop of the 
other cards in the pile. For example, if the player moves his Uni-
versal Good to his Spice pile, he rotates the Goods card with the 
Spice Area up and places it atop of the most recent Spice card that 
he has taken during the play. If the player has several Universal 
Goods, he may move them in any order.
Then the players proceed to the scoring. First of all, each player 
scores his Spells. The symbols in the Spell Area of the cards mean 
the following:

1 VP for each Good of the indicated type (Gems, 
Spices, Animals, Weapons). In other words, 1 VP 
for each card in your corresponding pile.

2 VP for each Spell including this one (in your 
Spell pile).

2 VP for each Animal of the indicated kind (in 
your Animal pile).

4 VP for each set of 2 indicated Spices (in your 
Spice pile).

4 VP for each set of 5 Goods of different types 
(including this card). In other words, if the player 
has Goods of all five types, he scores 4 VP. But if 
he has at least 2 cards in each pile, he scores 8 VP.

4 VP for each set of 3 different Animals (in your 
Animal pile).
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Some Spells change the scoring rules for other piles. Keep it in 
mind when you are scoring the corresponding Goods types.

+1/–1 to any of your Gem class. The player may 
increase or decrease the class of one of his Gems 
by 1. 8 can be transformed into 1 and vice versa.

+2 to both values of the indicated Weapon. 
If the player has the depicted Weapon, he adds 
2 to both of its values: left and right.

Protection from the Weapon of any kind. The 
player chooses one kind of Weapons; if his neigh-
bors have Weapons of this kind, their Weapon 
values pointing at the player are considered to be 
zeros (regardless of possible reinforcements).

The players write down the Victory Points scored for their Spells 
in the Score booklet. Then they score their Gems. Each player re-
veals his Gem cards and makes sequences of them. The longer the 
sequence the better. Remember that the classes 8 and 1 are adja-
cent. Don’t forget to apply Spell modifiers if you have any.
Every sequence is scored separately. A player counts the number 
of cards in his sequence and raises it to the square. The result is the 
number of Victory Points scored for this sequence.
The players write down their Victory Points scored for their Gems 
in the booklet and proceed to score their Spices. The players count 
Spices of different kinds in their piles and gain Victory Points in 
accordance with the Spices Scoring Reference.
Now it is time for the Animal piles. The rules of this scoring are 
determined before the game by the current Animal Scoring Refer-
ence. In most cases the players need to split their Animals into the 
sets depicted in the Reference card and gain the indicated Victory 
Points. Note that you can use each Animal card only in one set. 
The player can have more than one identical set: he scores his Vic-
tory Points for each of them. If it is possible to split Animals in dif-
ferent ways, the player is welcome to find the most profitable way.
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Reference Card I Reference Card II

Reference Card III Reference Card IV

You gain 5 VP for your set 
of any two Animals (not 

necessarily identical). Single 
Animals not included in the 

sets don’t earn you  
Victory Points.

You gain 6 VP for your set 
of two identical Animals. You 
gain 2/4/8/12 VP for your set 
of 1/2/3/4 different Animals.
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This is a special Animal Scor-
ing Reference: Victory Points 
are scored not for the sets but 
for an order of the Animals 
taken. The player gains 3, 4 
or 5 VP for each Animal in 
accordance with his next Ani-
mal taken. The last Animal 
doesn’t give you any Victory 
Points.

Example: A player has a Phoenix, a Spider, a Unicorn, another Uni-
corn, and a Serpent (in this exact order) in his Animal pile. To score 
the Phoenix, the player finds a column with this Animal and a row 
with his next Animal, the Spider. The crossing of these two Animals 
shows Victory Points scored by the player: 4 VP. Now the player scores 
the Spider. The crossing of the Spider column and the Unicorn row 
gives him 3 VP. Then the player scores his first Unicorn: the crossing 
of the Unicorn column and the Unicorn 
row gives him 3 VP too. Finally the player 
gains 4 VP for the crossing of the Unicorn 
column and the Serpent row. The Serpent 
itself gives nothing. In total the player 
scores 14 VP for his five Animals.

Reference Card V
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Finally the players score their 
Weapons. First of all each 
player checks if he has two 
or more Weapon cards of 
the same kind in his Weapon 
pile. If so, his Weapons of 
this kind are ignored. He 
considers them to be 0 even if 
he has reinforcement Spells.
If the player has a reinforcement Spell and 
the Weapon card of the appropriate kind, 
he adds 2 to both values of that Weapon.
If the player has a Spell protecting him from 
one kind of Weapons, he must choose the 
Weapon kind and apply the Spell Power. If the 
player’s neighbors have Weapons of the chosen 
kind, all their values pointing at the protected player are consid-
ered to be 0 regardless of reinforcements. The protection doesn’t 
apply to the player’s own cards. Don’t forget to check if your 
neighbors have protecting Spells of their own.
After the player has considered all the above mentioned, he sums 
up all the left values of his Weapons and all the right values of his 
Weapons (each side separately). The “left sum” is the number of 
Victory Points that the player steals from his left neighbor, while 
the “right sum” is the number of Victory Points that the player 
steals from his right neighbor. Then he counts the difference 
between Victory Points he steals from his each neighbor and 
Victory Points his neighbors steal from him. He writes down 
this difference (positive or negative) in the booklet.

Exception: In a 2-player game each player chooses only one 
side of all his Weapons cards (left or right): only this side will 
help him steal Victory Points from the opponent. The values 
on the other side of Weapons are ignored. You choose the side 
for the whole Weapon pile, not for each card separately.
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Example: By the end of the game players collected the following 
Goods (among others):

Andy has 2 Katars: they have different values but are of the same 
kind, so they are not taken into account in Andy’s scoring. Cathy has 
2 reinforcement Spells: the first Spell reinforces Katars while the sec-
ond one reinforces Mambeles. Since she has no Katars, she can’t use 
her first Spell. However her second Spell reinforces both values of her 
Mambele by +2. Bob’s protecting Spell gives him immunity to any 
one kind of Weapons. The most dangerous Weapon for him is his left 
neighbor’s Mambeles, so Bob decides to protect himself against it.
Now each player counts how many Victory Points he (or she) steals 
from his (or her) neighbors and vice versa. Andy steals 0 VP from 
Bob; Bob steals 0 VP from Andy. Andy writes himself 0 VP. Andy 
steals 2 VP from Cathy; Cathy steals 3 VP from Andy. Andy writes 
himself minus 1 VP. Then Bob steals 0 VP from Andy; Andy steals 
0 VP from Bob. Bob writes himself 0 VP. Bob steals 4 VP from 
Cathy; Cathy steals 0 VP from Bob. Bob writes himself 4 VP. Finally 

Andy

Cathy Bob
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Cathy writes herself minus 4 VP (her difference with Bob) and 1 VP 
(her difference with Andy). Altogether Andy loses 1 VP, Bob gains 
4 VP, Cathy loses 3 VP.

After that, each player sums up all his scored Victory Points. The 
winner is the player with the most VP. In case of a tie, the winner 
is the tied player who gained the least VP with his Weapon pile. 
If there is still a tie, the winner is the tied player who has the least 
cards in his Weapon pile. If the tie is not broken, the tied players 
share their victory.

Game Variants
Golden Sails is the game with little hidden information. You can 
always see your opponents’ cards (except for their Gems) and 
remaining Experts. In some game groups this aspect can lead to 
the long downtime. On the other side, some other groups don’t 
like to remember the Gems cards placed face down. You may try 
the following game variants and use the one that your group likes 
the most.

More open variant of the game: 
After taking the Gems from the center of 
the table all the players place them in the 
open pile (like any other Goods) rotat-
ing them with the corner up. The players 
can look through their opponents’ Gem 
piles. This variant is recommended for 
experienced players who prefer to calcu-
late possible actions of their opponents.

More secretive variant of the game: All players keep 
their Experts in their hands not showing them to their oppo-
nents. A player reveals his Expert in a moment he places it near 
a Goods card. The Expert discard pile is placed face down. This 
variant is recommended for players who feel that a scope of open 
information in the game should be a little smaller.
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F.A.Q.
I have “4 VP for Mint & Cloves” and “4 VP for Mint & Anise” 
cards in my Spell pile as well as 1 Mint, 2 Cloves, and 1 Anise 
in my Spice pile. How many VP will I score for my Spells?

Every card in the Spell pile is scored separately. Since you have 
all needed Spices, you will score 4 VP for each of your Spells. 
It is important to undestand that each Spice is counted only once 
for each Spell card, so you don’t score anything for your second 
Cloves. However if you had the second Mint in your Spice pile, 
you would score 12 VP in total: 8 VP for your first Spell (you 
would have 2 separate pairs of Mint and Cloves) and 4 VP for 
your second Spell (you would still have only one pair of Mint 
and Anise).

I have two “4 VP for 3 different Animals” cards in my Spell pile 
and 5 cards in my Animal pile: 2 Unicorns, 2 Phoenixes, and 
1 Spider. How many VP will I score for my Spells?
You will score 8 VP because you can make only one set of tree 
different Animals. Each of your two Spells will give you 4 VP for 
this set. If you had one more Spider or Serpent, you would make 
two sets of three different Animals. In this case you would score 
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16 VP for both of your Spells. However if you had one more Uni-
corn or Phoenix, it wouldn’t change anything because it would be 
impossible to make two sets of 3 different Animals.

Who should assign his Universal Goods first (if the order of 
such assignment is important to players)?
Start with the player who was the first player in the last Round 
and proceeding clockwise. Follow the same rule for other deci-
sions that must be made during the final scoring. 

I have two “+1/-1 to any Gem” cards in my Spell pile. Can I ap-
ply the effects of both cards to one Gem, for example, to turn 
1 into 3?
Yes, you can do it.
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Saltykov, Lidia Santoyan, Ilya Semenov, Maxim Steshenko, 

Stanislav Tyurenkov, Albert Harisov, Evgenia Hramova, Denis 
Hudyan, Mikhail Chevtaev, Anna Shatalova, Oleg Scheglov, 

Vsevolod Yarcev, Mathieu Doublet, Jordan Griott.
Special thanks to Ilya Karpinsky.

Author’s note: some night walks result in published board 
games. Stroll in the open air more often (;
Reprinting and publication of the game’s rules, contents, and 
illustrations without the copyright holder’s permission is strictly 
prohibited.
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